
This report looks at the following areas:

••
The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour and the subscription media
market

••
How the subscription media market will fare the post-COVID-19

••
Explores consumer usage, behaviours and attitudes towards paid video
subscription services, music/audio streaming services, live sports streaming
and cloud gaming services

••
Examines the challenges the subscription media market faces, explores
market factors impacting the category, marketing and advertising
campaigns, as well as innovations and trends this market is experiencing

The majority of Canadians are subscribers to some sort of video or audio
subscription service, a percentage that has increased given the fact that many
are stuck at home due to COVID-19 restrictions. Users of paid audio services in
particular will be motivated to subscribe to an operator that offers flexibility
such as the ability to play music any time they want, downloads for offline use
and playback on a variety of devices. Artist compensation is an issue that
catches consumer attention and that will need to be addressed by music
streaming providers. Video streaming is in a positive state, with half of
subscribers planning to keep all their services for at least the next year. Adding
to this, consumer sentiment reveals that most are happy with the content
available to them on video streaming services they subscribe to.
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“Consumers have become
accustomed to streaming
services with the majority
having some form of
subscription media. With
millions of Canadians staying
home due to the COVID-19
pandemic, many with
additional time on their hands
and kids at home, will likely
sign up for streaming services
if they haven’t already done
so.”
– Andrew Zmijak, Research
Analyst
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• More news is good news (at least in the short term)
• Impact on the market
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• The entertainment industry is facing supply issues as content
production is halted

• Earn loyalty now in order to survive for the medium-term
• Shifts in consumer behaviour
• Video game usage has increased
• How the crisis will affect key consumer segments
• Younger consumers will boost subscription numbers
• Parents will rely more on video entertainment
• How a COVID-19 recession will reshape the subscription

media industry
• Perception of financial health was already softening
• COVID-19: Canadian context

• Rogers launches 5G wireless networks
• Immigration will help to drive growth
• Canadians will be cautious with spending habits

• Rogers launches 5G wireless networks
• Immigration will help to drive growth

Figure 8: Population growth, high-growth scenario, Canada,
2019/20-2023/24
Figure 9: Usage of paid streaming services, South Asian
Canadians* vs overall, January 2020

• Canadians’ financial health stable for now but this is likely
to change

• New video streaming brands have gained ground
• Consumer sentiment reveals a positive state for video

streaming
• Price concerns persist
• New arrivals to the video streaming market

• New video streaming brands have gained ground
• Consumer sentiment reveals a positive state for video

streaming

• Price concerns persist
• Satellite radio could lose appeal moving forward

THE MARKET – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

MARKET FACTORS

KEY PLAYERS – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

WHAT’S WORKING?

WHAT’S STRUGGLING?
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• New arrivals to the video streaming market
• Reducing technical frustrations

• Over half of Canadians subscribe to a video streaming
service

• Netflix is the dominant force in the category
• Consumers are planning on keeping all their services for the

near future
• No ads and flexibility will attract new subscribers
• Artist compensation is an issue
• Most are happy with their video streaming programming

• Over half of Canadians subscribe to a video streaming
service
Figure 10: Usage of paid streaming services, January 2020

• Men are avid users of paid streaming
Figure 11: Paid streaming services (select), by gender, January
2020
Figure 12: TIDAL Instagram, post, March 2020
Figure 13: Sports-related attitudes towards paid streaming
services (% any agree), by gender, January 2020

• Younger consumers are more avid subscribers
Figure 14: Subscriptions to video streaming services, by age,
January 2020

• Netflix is the dominant force in the category
Figure 15: Subscription to video streaming services,
subscribed vs plan to subscribe, January 2020

• Parents are good for business
Figure 16: Current subscriptions or plan to subscribe, parents
vs non-parents, January 2020

• Crave not craved in Quebec, at least not yet
Figure 17: Current subscriptions, Quebec vs overall, January
2020
Figure 18: Crave Canada Instagram, post, January 2020

• Awareness is a huge issue for some services
Figure 19: Uninterested or unaware of video streaming
services, January 2020

• South Asians are a group to look out for

WHAT’S NEXT?

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

PAID STREAMING SERVICES SUBSCRIPTIONS

VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES
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Figure 20: Current subscriptions, South Asian Canadians* vs
overall, January 2020

• Consumers are planning on keeping all their services for the
near future
Figure 21: Video streaming behaviours, January 2020
Figure 22: What’s New on Netflix | March 2020 | Netflix,
February 2020

• Costs are a concern
Figure 23: Cost-related video streaming behaviours, January
2020

• Two thirds of 18-34s pay for music
Figure 24: Subscriptions to paid audio streaming services, by
age, January 2020

• No ads and flexibility will attract new subscribers
Figure 25: Reasons to pay for music/audio services, January
2020
Figure 26: Audible, acquisition email, February 2020

• Younger consumers motivated by several factors
Figure 27: Reasons to pay for music/audio services, by age,
January 2020

• Artist compensation is an issue
Figure 28: Attitudes towards streaming music, January 2020
Figure 29: Digitally Imported Instagram post, March 2020
Figure 30: Attitudes towards streaming music, by gender,
January 2020

• Older consumers would rather own their music
Figure 31: Attitudes towards streaming music, by age, January
2020
Figure 32: Attitudes towards streaming music, by parental
status, January 2020
Figure 33: Attitudes towards streaming music, South Asian
Canadians* vs overall, January 2020

• Most are content with their video streaming programming
Figure 34: Video streaming service-related attitudes, January
2020
Figure 35: Crave, informational email, January 2020
Figure 36: Netflix, informational email, February 2020
Figure 37: Netflix, informational email, February 2020

VIDEO STREAMING BEHAVIOURS

PAID AUDIO SERVICE

ATTITUDES TOWARDS PAID STREAMING SERVICES
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• Price concerns are salient regarding video streaming
Figure 38: Cost-related attitudes towards video streaming
subscriptions, January 2020

• Music streaming is a great way to discover new artists
Figure 39: Attitudes towards audio-related services, January
2020

• Improvement may be needed for live sports providers
Figure 40: Attitudes towards watching sports, January 2020

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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